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Dancing in to springtime!
Dates for your diary:

 Friday 18th February– break up
for half-term

 Monday 28th February– return
to school and nursery

 Thursday 3rd March– World
Book Day celebrations

 Friday 18th March– Red Nose
Day

 Friday 25th March– chocolate

Spring term 2022 saw the return of our
much-loved intra-school dance festival.
Throughout the term’s PE lessons, the
pupils work through dance fitness,
expression, performance and choreography which progresses and increases in
complexity as they get older.
Within
Key
Stage 2,
there is
also an
element
of pupils
beginning to create solo or small-group
moves and routines themselves.

donation for Easter fair

 Monday 28th March- Parents’
evening

 Thursday 7th April– Easter Fair
and break up for Easter holidays

This culminates in a performance afternoon for our families as ultimately,
dance is an expressive artform designed
to be shown off!
Every class from nursery to year 6, has
worked incredibly hard this term to cre-

Teacher training days still to come
this academic year:
Friday 8th April 2022
Friday 20th May 2022
Monday 6th June 2022

even been practising with the sound
system
outside at
break time.
Because
this event
usually
attracts
100+ audience members, and because
we are just coming out of restrictions,
we decided to put the performance on
twice to reduce the size of the crowd.
It was lovely to see so many people
share in the performance with us and to
see that the happy smiling faces of the
crowd were
matched by
the performers. The certificates that
each class
were awarded were very well-deserved.
We replay the tracks at our school discos
giving each class the opportunity to lead
the whole-school in learning each other’s routines.

ate and perfect unique routines. They’ve

Next half-term, we will be taking a group
of our older pupils to showcase their
dance talents at the Primary Dance
Festival in Durham’s Gala Theatre. With
so many brilliant dancers in our school, it
promises to be a showstopper!
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Welcome the Year of the Tiger!
What a beautiful, sunny early
springtime afternoon we had
for our dragon dance this
year!
Having improvised last year
with a Youtube video version,
whilst we were in the middle
of lockdown 2., we were delighted to have the occasion
back where it belongs.

Our Y6’s led our wholeschool dragon dance

The children enjoyed a
Chinese lunch and fortune
cookies before bringing out

the traditional dragon dance
which has become a rite of
passage for our Y6s.

Hopefully the Year of the Tiger
brings us much prosperity!

In nursery, a
whole week was
dedicated to the
occasion and the
little ones loved
having a go at
operating
the
dragon
themselves with their
Y5 special friends
cheering them on.

Year 3 recreate the Terracotta Army
Year 3 have been studying the
human figure in their art unit
on bodies this half-term.
It has been great to see the
range of media that the class
have explored as well as the
different skills and techniques
needed to create people in
drawings paintings, paper
modelling and sculpture.

The clay models Y3 created
are just brilliant!

The final piece was based on
the mysterious terracotta
army which was discovered
buried underground in China
in 1974. It had lain there untouched for almost two mil-

lennia as a funerary art offering to an ancient emperor; an
army to protect him in the
afterlife.

Mrs Mac is excited to work
with this group
for the
remainder of the year to attain
their certificates.

Year 3 made their own version
- the WRPS terracotta army—
and what a brilliant job they
did, showing great patience
with the clay.
Pupils across Key Stage 2 have
all been given the opportunity
recently to take part in Arts
Award– a nationally recognised qualification into any
strand of the arts they choose
to explore.

Year 2 visit St Mary’s Church
Miss Moss took Year 2 out
on their first trip of the
year as they visited St
Mary’s Church to learn
more about baptism.

The children had impressive
knowledge of the very first
baptism.

They wowed the adults
with their knowledge of the
first ever baptism– Jesus
being baptized by John in
the River Jordan.
They learnt what happens

during a baptism ceremony
and how this welcomes the
person into the family of
Christ.
They also learned the significance of the baptism
candle representing Jesus
as a light to the world who
will guide the person
through the decisions we
have to make in life.

Well done Year 2– your
knowledge and behaviour
on the trip was exemplary.
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The Winter Olympics inspires curling champions
The elite-level competition may be taking
place 5000 miles away in Beijing, but the
heated competition right here in West
Rainton Primary School’s curling tournament
was enough to melt the ice!

lost.
We presented our medalists on the
podium in celebration assembly last
week. Well done to all!

Pupils from reception to Y6 took part in a
doubles event during their PE sessions.
There were some excellent strategic games
as well as some ‘smash-and-grab’ victories.
What was lovely to see was the sporting
attitudes of everyone whether they won or

Safer Internet Day 2022
E-safety is a fundamental part of our
safeguarding practises and our
curriculum in order to develop responsible and safe tech-users in school.
We know that this is one of the toughest issues facing parents and children
growing up today.
Whilst we study elements of e-safety all
year round, in February we devote
more focus in line with Safer Internet
Day.

This year’s theme was about being responsible online, thinking about how
our comments and actions may put
pressure on, or negatively impact on
other users.
Thank you to the many parents who
responded to our survey around esafety. We will have a drop-in advice
station at our spring time parents’
evening for anyone who’d like extra
support with monitoring children’s
devices and use.

Our e-safety guides for
parents are regularly
updated and kept in the
main entrance– please help

Reading is dreaming with open eyes!
Reading is the cornerstone to every
primary education. The gift of being
able to read unlocks every other
subject and areas of life.
That is exactly why learning to read,
then practicing those skills, form such
as large proportion of our provision,
particularly in nursery to year 2. Our
aim is to have every pupil reading
fluently, widely and often by the time
they leave Key Stage 1 at 7 years old.
Children who can read successfully by
then, do tend to go on to achieve well
in most areas of the curriculum, if not
all. This is why it is vital that they

yourself.

practice this skill every day at home.
Children learn to read using a systematic
approach to phonics; the sounds that build
up words. Words that can’t be sounded
out, such as; he, she, of, one, the, so etc
are called red words in school ‘You can’t
Fred a red!’
Practising these sounds, red words, green
words and reading books every night for
10 minutes makes a huge difference. Even
hearing a story every night before bed,
repeats and reinforces key language and
vocabulary, as well as being a positive and
comforting foundation from which to build
a love of books.

Today a reader.
Tomorrow a leader.
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Governor vacancy

CCTV installation at WRPS
Ever since our break-in back in 2013,
it has been a long-held aim to improve the security around our
school site.
Our window installation came first
and now we’re finally able to add to
that with a CCTV system covering
the front and rear yards/ outdoor
areas, as well as the school driveway
and entrance.
The project has been realised mainly
through securing a substantial grant
through Councillor Bill Kellett’s
neighbourhood budget. Cllr Kellett
is also one of our dedicated governors and has supported us with
many projects over the years.
The cameras will operate 24/7 as an
extra layer of safeguarding our

Do you have an interest in the strategic
direction of our school?

pupils, staff, parents and our
property.

Becoming a school governor is a rewarding
challenge; a role where you can really
make a difference to our pupils.

Warning
CCTV cameras in operation

We currently have one vacancy for a parent governor. If you are interested, please
see Mrs McDonough for more information.

Images are being monitored and
recorded for the purpose of crime
prevention, the prevention of anti
-social behaviour, the prevention
of bullying, for the safety of our

It prepares us for the day ahead.

staff and students and for the

It makes us feel part of a bigger
team, like we all belong together.

protection of the school and

its property.
The system will be in opera-

It identifies us as part of West
Rainton Primary.

tion 24 hours a day, every
day.

It keeps us safe on trips.

These images may be passed

It gives us a sense of pride.

to the police.
The scheme is controlled by the
school.

It stops us from feeling pressure
about what to wear.

A focus on the subject of maths
Here at West Rainton, we are so proud of the
broad and ambitious curriculum we offer to all
of our pupils.

Fluency and reasoning are key areas of maths where
pupils can transfer knowledge seamlessly and explain
their understanding in detail.

The subject of maths, led by Mr McDonough in
our school, forms a core part of every school day
from nursery to Y6. In Y1 to Y6 all pupils do at
least an hour of maths per day, covering every
topic from arithmetic to algebra, from shape to
statistics, from measures to ratio.

By the summer term of Year 4, pupils are
expected to
know all tables up to 12x12. Each fact has to be recalled
in under 5 seconds to pass the national tables check. In
our school, we use TT Rockstars to promote this which
children can access from home too.

In early years, the foundations of number
knowledge are put in place through songs, play
and every day experiences such as a role play
café with price lists, money, opening times,
ingredients etc. Children in nursery work hard to
recognise and identify numbers to 5 which
stretches to an in-depth understanding and
ability to work with numbers to 10 in reception.
Pupils spend time looking at the concepts of less
and more, heavier and lighter, full and empty as
well as many other areas.
In year 1-6, pupils develop wider place value
knowledge and calculation methods, including
how to solve word problems.

Maths is a pivotal life skill and is also a lot of fun! No
matter what we do in later life, maths will form a huge
part of it.
We also know that, for a variety of reasons , maths can
be an area that people find daunting or off-putting. We
would be more than happy to support any adults in our
school community who would like to know more about
how to support their children with maths homework.
Please just ask any member of staff if you’re keen to
learn the methods and topics we teach in school today.
You can find out more about maths, and its links to future
careers, by visiting the school website and reading the
maths policy or looking at the dedicated page for the
subject.

In the next issue of West Rainton Primary Voice…


Share in the Easter fun and activities
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Look at the subject of art in WRPS

Look ahead to a summer where assessments return

Uniform matters
During the pandemic lots of things
changed. There were times where we
asked for pupils to wear trainers to
avoid changing for PE etc.
Now that we’ve reached a more
normal school routine, however, it is
important that our uniform standards return to normal too.
It has been great to see smart school
shoes, correct uniform and full PE kit in
school recently. Thank you!
We still need to remember earrings are
not allowed in school, that leggings and
tracksuit bottoms are not uniform policy
and that PE tops should be the official
house team ones (on sale in school).

Are you keeping your
details and permissions
up to date?
It is vitally important that you regularly check that the information we
hold on you and your children is up
to date.
We send out annual data collection
sheets for basic details but we understand things may change in
between.
Any changes to addresses, contact
numbers, relative lists, medical information and people who are able to
collect your child must be given to us
at the earliest opportunity.
Also, if your permissions for your
child to have photos/videos taken
have changed, it is important to let
us know.
Thank you for helping us to keep our
data correct and secure.
Please see our website for copies of
our privacy
statements for
parents.

